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THE BOUNDARIES OF FICTION: METALEPSIS IN
MARCOS MARTÍNEZ’S ESPEJO DE PRÍNCIPES Y
CABALLEROS (III) (1587) AND ITS PRECEDENTS
IN CASTILIAN ROMANCES OF CHIVALRY
e Espejo de príncipes y caballeros is the title of the last cycle of Castilian chi-
valric romances, composed in the second half of the sixteenth century and the
ﬁrst half of the seventeenth. Its inﬂuence and circulation can be compared to
those of the Amadís and Palmerín cycles, which are regarded as the landmarks
of the genre.e Espejo cycle narrates the adventures of Emperor Trebacio of
Greece and his genealogy in ﬁve diﬀerent romances. e ﬁrst three survive in
printed format: Diego Ortúñez de Calahorra’s inaugural romance, Espejo de
príncipes y caballeros (); Pedro de la Sierra’s sequel, Segunda parte (),
and Marcos Martínez’s Espejo de príncipes y caballeros (Tercera parte) ().
ere are two diﬀerent seventeenth-century manuscript sequels of Martínez’s
romance, one anonymous and another by Juan Cano López, which further
developed the cycle.
is article examines the last printed romance of the cycle, Martínez’s
Espejo de príncipes y caballeros (Tercera parte), in particular the metalepsis
present in its prologue. In this section Martínez appears as the main character
of a chivalric adventure in which he obtains the manuscript from which he
claims to have translated the Espejo (III). Furthemore, Martínez encounters
some characters from his romance, from the previous romances of the Espejo
cycle, and from other chivalric romances.
Martínez’s prologue disregards the distinction between the diﬀerent levels
of the narrative structure: storyworld (diegesis) and narration. Gérard Genette
was the ﬁrst to theorize this transgression of the narrative levels with the
aforementioned concept of ‘metalepsis’: ‘toute intrusion du narrateur ou du
narrataire extradiégétique dans l’univers diégétique (ou de personnages dié-
gétiques dans un univers métadiégétique, etc.), ou inversement’. Genette
implicitly distinguishes two categories of metaleptic movements: descending
and ascending. e ﬁrst one is an intrametaleptic transgression: an author
 Axayácatl Campos García Rojas, ‘El Espejo de príncipes y caballeros: su ciclo y el ﬁnal de un
género’, in Caballeros y libros de caballerías, ed. by Aurelio González and María Teresa Miaja de
la Peña (Mexico City: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México—Facultad de Filosofía y Letras,
), pp. –; Daniel Eisenberg and María Carmen Marín Pina, Bibliografía de los libros
castellanos de caballerías (Zaragoza: Prensas Universitarias de Zaragoza, ), pp. –.
 José Manuel Lucía Megías, ‘Catálogo descriptivo de libros de caballerías hispánicos, XI. El
último libro de caballerías castellano: Quinta parte de Espejo de príncipes y caballeros’, Nueva
Revista de Filología Hispánica,  (), –; Rafael Ramos, ‘Las continuaciones y la conﬁ-
guración genérica de los libros de caballerías’, in Continuaciones literarias y creación en España
(siglos XIII–XVII) (Madrid: Casa de Velázquez, forthcoming).
 Gérard Genette, Figures III (Paris: Seuil, ), p. .
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or narrator appears in the storyworld, the lower level of the narrative. e
second is an extrametaleptic transgression of the narrative levels: a character
or narrator from the storyworld intrudes in the narration, the higher level of
the narrative. While the concepts of descending and ascending metalepsis
both describe vertical movements, there is a third category that accounts for
horizontal movement: auto-intertextuality or transﬁctionality. is type of
metalepsis describes the displacement of a character from a storyworld of
one narrative universe into that of another. For instance, the presence of an
Arthurian character in a non-Arthurian narrative, as is the case of Merlin
in Ariosto’s Orlando, is an example of horizontal metalepsis. While other
classiﬁcations and categories of metalepsis have been proposed, the three
aforementioned types are the ones relevant to this article, since they appear
in Martínez’s Espejo (III) and its chivalric precedents.
In Espejo (III), metalepsis has ﬁctional (‘ontological’) eﬀects, rather than
ﬁgural (‘rhetorical’) ones. Genette explains the diﬀerence between these
groups as follows:
Je vais donc considérer quelques cas de métalepses ﬁctivement littéralisées, comme
prises ‘au sérieux’, et par là même converties en véritables événements ﬁctionnels: en
eﬀet, dire que Virgile ‘fait mourir’ Didon est une ﬁgure dont chacun peut percevoir et
rétablir la véritable signiﬁcation; raconter que Virgile, s’introduisant dans la diégèse de
son poème, vient allumer le bûcher de Didon, serait un récit ﬁctionnel.
In terms of eﬀect, rhetorical or ﬁgural metalepsis brieﬂy allows the narrative
levels to come together, but concludes by restabilizing their limits. Conversely,
ﬁctional or ontological metalepsis ‘opens a passage between levels that results
in their interpretation, or mutual contamination’. In the case of Espejo (III),
ﬁctional metalepsis disrupts the frontiers of space, time, ﬁction, and history,
while underscoring its intertextual links to the cycle of Espejo and its own
genre tradition.
e Espejo (III) was not the ﬁrst Castilian chivalric romance to employ
metalepsis, which appears in earlier texts, such as Garci Rodríguez de Mont-
alvo’s Sergas de Esplandián (), Feliciano de Silva’s Amadís de Grecia
(), Antonio de Torquemada’s Olivante de Laura (), and Esteban
Corbera’s Febo el Troyano (). is article will investigate the metalepsis
in the prologue of Espejo de príncipes y caballeros (III) in the light of those
Castilian romances of chivalry that include metaleptic episodes. Particular
attention will be paid to Sergas and Olivante, whose characters appear in the
 See Gérard Genette, Métalepse: de la ﬁgure à la ﬁction (Paris: Seuil, ), p. .
 John Pier, ‘Metalepsis’, in Handbook of Narratology, ed. by Peter Hühn and others, nd edn
(Berlin: de Gruyter, ), , – (p. ); Frank Wagner, ‘Glissements et déphasages: note sur
la métalepse narrative’, Poétique,  (), –.
 Genette, Métalepse, pp. –.
 Marie-Laure Ryan, Avatars of Story (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, ), p. .
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prologue of Espejo (III). While other chivalric sources are also acknowledged
in this prologue, only Rodríguez de Montalvo and Torquemada’s romances
employ metalepsis, which makes them the most likely metaleptic models for
Martínez’s romance. Additionally, I shall explore how this prologue continues
a series of topoi that appear in Sergas and Olivante in order to articulate
the romance’s ﬁction of authority and to guide its interpretation. I shall also
illustrate how Martínez’s employment of metalepsis is more than a simple
repetition of resources from previous romances.
Metalepsis in Rodríguez de Montalvo’s ‘Sergas’
Garci Rodríguez de Montalvo was the ﬁrst author of sixteenth-century
Castilian romances of chivalry to employ metalepsis. He wrote Amadís de
Gaula (), a rewriting of the now lost medieval versions of Amadís,
in order to allow for a sequel: Sergas de Esplandián (). Montalvo’s two
romances are regarded as the foundational texts of early modern Castilian chi-
valric romances. Metalepsis appears in chapters  and  of Sergas. Chapter
 abandons the level of the storyworld and switches to an extradiegetical
narrative level and to a ﬁrst-person narrator, none other than Montalvo him-
self. e author, now a character, complains about the toils of composition
and threatens to abandon the writing of Sergas. en he has a somnium, or
dream vision, where he ﬁnds himself on a cliﬀ surrounded by the dangerous
sea, until he is rescued by the enchantress Urganda. e enchantress tells
Montalvo to stop writing until further notice, because he is not qualiﬁed to
write about such a prestigious matter. is meeting between the author and
the enchantress is the ﬁrst instance of metalepsis in Sergas. e chapter ends
when the author awakes in his chamber believing in the truth of his oneiric
experience.
e adventure continues in chapter  when the author is out on a hunt
and the wind carries him into a deep well, where he sees a frightful serpent
that turns out to be Urganda. e enchantress takes Montalvo to the Ínsola
Firme, where she had enchanted the main characters of the diegetic level, as
narrated in the penultimate chapter of Sergas. Metalepsis is reinforced when
Montalvo sees the spellbound knights and dames of his romances, including
Amadís and his son Esplandián:
Este cavallero y esta dueña que aquí vees, sábete que es aquel Amadís de Gaula de
quien tan estrañas y famosas cosas has leído, y la dueña es Oriana, que se llamó Sin
Par por no le igualar otra alguna en hermosura. Y estos otros que en más altas y ricas
sillas están son aquel bienaventurado cavallero Esplandián, amigo y servidor del Señor
muy alto y grande enemigo de los inﬁeles, y esta dueña es la su muy querida muger
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Leonorina, emperatriz de Constantinopla. Agora vamos a los otros que viste por que
te sea maniﬁesto quién son.
Subsequently, the enchantress grants Montalvo access to the remaining part of
Esplandián’s story as written by Helisabad, ﬁctional eyewitness and historian
of Sergas. e author wakes up on his horse and resumes writing Sergas. e
veracity of this metaleptic episode is validated in a circular fashion with the
enchantment of the main characters in the penultimate chapter of Sergas and
with the very existence of the remaining chapters of the romance.
e aforementioned episode of Sergas contains a series of elements that
were frequently used as part of other metaleptic accounts in later Castilian
romances of chivalry, including Martínez’s Espejo (III). First, the episode is a
ﬁrst-person narrative in the voice of the author, who becomes a character in
an adventure aer struggling with writing. Second, the setting and narrative
structure are based on medieval oneiric accounts. ird, an enchanter from
the diegesis guides the author in the adventure, creating metalepsis. Fourth
and ﬁnally, the author claims to have gained access to a ﬁrst-hand testimony
contained in an ancient manuscript, which allows him to write the romance.
is episode plays a crucial part in deﬁning the historical claims of the text,
as was commonplace in the medieval chivalric romance tradition.
Since the origin of chivalric romance in twelh-century French literature,
the genre shared many techniques with medieval historiography and oen
made historical claims. For medieval authors, the notions of truth and his-
tory were not limited to factual accounts, but extended to Christian values
and ideals. Montalvo distinguished three categories of historical narratives
in the prologue of Amadís: historias ampliﬁcadas, historias verdaderas, and
historias ﬁngidas. He classiﬁed his romances as historias ﬁngidas, hence in-
sisting on the Christian utility of his texts, rather than on factual events. For
Montalvo, these accounts did not need to be based on facts; their veracity lay
 Garci Rodríguez de Montalvo, Sergas de Esplandián, ed. by Carlos Sainz de la Maza (Madrid:
Castalia, ), p. .
 Douglas Kelly, e Art of Medieval French Romance (Madison: University of Wisconsin
Press, ), p. ; Leonardo Funes, ‘De Alfonso el Sabio al Canciller Ayala: variaciones del
relato histórico’, Memorabilia: Boletín de Literatura Sapiencial,  () <http://parnaseo.uv.
es/Memorabilia/Memorabilia7/Funes/Funes.htm <[accessed  July ].
 Ruth Morse, Truth and Convention in the Middle Ages: Rhetoric, Representation, and Reality
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, ), p. .
 Garci Rodríguez de Montalvo, Amadís de Gaula, ed. by Juan Manuel Cacho Blecua,  vols
(Madrid: Cátedra, –), , . See James Donald Fogelquist, El ‘Amadís’ y el género de la
historia ﬁngida (Madrid: José Porrúa Turanzas, ), pp. –; Anna Bognolo, ‘El prólogo del
Amadís de Montalvo entre retórica, poética e historiografía’, in Actas del IV Congreso Internacional
de la Asociación Internacional Siglo de Oro (AISO), ed. by María Cruz García de Enterría and
Alicia Cordón Mesa,  vols (Alcalá de Henares: Universidad de Alcalá de Henares, ), , –
(pp. –); Rafael M. Mérida Jiménez, ‘Las historias ﬁngidas de Garci Rodríguez de Montalvo’,
esaurus,  (), – (pp. –).
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in their capacity to convey a Christian truth: ‘¿qué tomaremos de las unas y
otras, que algún fruto provechoso nos acarreen? Por cierto, a mi ver, otra cosa
no salvo los buenos enxemplos y doctrinas que más a la salvación nuestra
se allegaren.’ us, Montalvo stated the fabricated nature of his romances
without renouncing their historical value, as Christian didactics superseded
factual narratives.
In Montalvo’s time, the written word remained an important standard for
truth. A written text was considered true if it originated from God, as in the
case of the Bible, or from works of ancient and prestigious writers (designated
as auctoritates), whose value depended on their compliance with Christian
truth. In order to authenticate itself, a new text would underscore its inter-
textual relationship to these auctoritates, to prove that it contained Christian
truth. It became essential for a text to present itself as a hypertext derived from
a text that could be subsumed under the category of auctoritas. However,
the emphasis was placed not on the hypotext itself, but on the hypertextual
nature of the new text in alignment with prior works. It was oen enough for
the new text simply to refer to the auctoritas, without directly discussing or
citing any of these hypotexts. us, the mere existence of a source became a
central mechanism for validating a text, because of its link with the past.
e religious model of auctoritas was frequently imitated in secular
writings, especially in Arthurian literature. irteenth-century Arthurian
romance cycles, such as the French Lancelot-Graal and the prose Tristan,
generated a parallel system of non-religious auctoritas made up of ﬁctitious
sources and eyewitness authors that exist only within the narrative itself. All of
these ruses and topoi convey ‘ﬁctions of authorship and authority’ that deﬁne
the pseudohistorical and hypertextual claims of the romance. Montalvo fol-
lowed this tradition, and therefore invented a textual genealogy to present his
romances as documented history.
 Rodríguez de Montalvo, Amadís de Gaula, , .
 In the medieval period Latin auctoritas ‘authority’ acquired a concrete usage, precisely
analogous to the twin senses in modern English usage, in contexts where corroboration of facts or
arguments was sought in earlier texts.
 e notions of hypertext and hypertextuality, as categories of intertextuality or transtextuality,
have been deﬁned by Genette: ‘toute relation unissant un texte B (que j’appellerai hypertexte) à un
texte antérieur A (que j’appellerai bien sûr hypotexte) su lequel il se greﬀe d’une manière qui n’est
pas celle du commentaire’ (Palimpsestes: la littérature au second degré (Paris: Seuil, ), p. ).
 William Nelson, Fact or Fiction: e Dilemma of the Renaissance Storyteller (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, ), pp. –; A. J. Minnis, Medieval eory of Authorship: Scholastic
Literary Attitudes in the Later Middle Ages (London: Scolar Press, ), pp. –; Jane E. Burns,
Arthurian Fictions: Rereading the Vulgate Cycle (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, ),
pp. –.
 e term ‘ﬁctions of authorship and authority’ originates in French Arthurian scholarship:
see Burns, pp. –; Frank Brandsma, ‘e Eyewitness Narrrator in Vernacular Prose Chronicles
and Prose Romances’, in Text and Intertext in Medieval Arthurian Literature, ed. by Norris J. Lacy
(New York: Garland, ), pp. –.
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In the prologues of both Amadís and Sergas, Montalvo made a series of
apocryphal claims about the source of his romances with the topoi of the
discovered manuscript and the pretence of translation. In Amadís, Mont-
alvo claimed that his source manuscript had been found in a hermitage in
Constantinople. In Sergas, Montalvo attributed the authorship of the source
manuscript to Helisabad, a wise old man from the romance. is apocryphal
manuscript reinforces the historical reliability of Sergas, since the ﬁctional
author appears as a direct eyewitness to the deeds that he narrated: ‘Las Sergas
de Esplandián, que fueron escritas en griego por la mano de aquel gran maes-
tro Helisabad, que mucho de sus grandes fechos vio y oyó.’ e reliability of
historical accounts, both in terms of content and in terms of arrangement, de-
pended on the existence of an eyewitness (adtestatio rei visae). e character
of Helisabad fulﬁls this function, thus creating the ﬁctional auctoritas of Ser-
gas.e value of Helisabad’s apocryphal text lay not only in its alleged status
as eyewitness, but also in its Christian truth, which Montalvo had discussed
in Amadís’s prologue.
In chapter  vertical metalepsis brings the ﬁctionalized author in direct
contact with his characters and the imaginary text of Sergas, Helisabad’s
book. As a result of metalepsis, Montalvo acquired the credibility of the ad-
testatio rei visae himself. is episode reinforced the historical claims in
two ways: ﬁrst, Montalvo appeared characterized as the eyewitness to the
diegesis (i.e. the characters) and, second, he had access to an auctoritas in
Helisabad’s manuscript, albeit ﬁctional. erefore, metalepsis establishes the
link between Montalvo’s hypertext (Sergas) and its apocryphal hypotext, in
order to authenticate the former.
e existence of pseudo-historical topoi creates a multilayered narrative
that was adopted and modiﬁed by later Castilian chivalric romances, includ-
ing the Espejo (III). In Montalvo’s romances, the narrative has four levels:
() Montalvo, disguised as a translator, compiler, and corrector; () the apo-
cryphal translation; () Helisabad’s original text; and () the actual diegesis
 For these two topoi see María Carmen Marín Pina, ‘El tópico de la falsa traducción en los
libros de caballerías españoles’, in Actas del III Congreso de la Asociación Hispánica de Literatura
Medieval, ed. by María Isabel Toro Pascual,  vols (Salamanca: Biblioteca Española del Siglo
XV, Departamento de Literatura Española e Hispanoaméricana, ), , –; Carlos García
Gual, ‘Un truco de la ﬁcción histórica: el manuscrito reencontrado’, : Anuario de la Sociedad
Española de Literatura General y Comparada,  (), –; François Delpech, ‘El hallazgo del
escrito oculto en la literatura española del Siglo de Oro: elementos para una mitología del libro’,
Revista de Dialectología y Tradiciones Populares,  (), –.
 Rodríguez de Montalvo, Amadís de Gaula, , .
 Rodríguez de Montalvo, Sergas de Esplandián, p. . is idea is repeated again on p. .
 Jeanette M. A. Beer, Narrative Conventions of Truth in the Middle Ages (Geneva: Droz, ),
pp. –.
 Edwin Williamson, e Half-Way House of Fiction: ‘Don Quixote’ and Arthurian Romance
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, ), p. .
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(i.e. the chivalric feats of Amadís and his kin). Chapters  and  in Ser-
gas reinforce the ﬁctions of authority and authorship by joining these four
narrative levels with the metalepsis in this episode.
e oneiric traits of the episode reinforce the legitimacy of Helisabad’s
manuscripts. Dream visions, as an oneiric category in medieval literature,
were regarded as valid and authoritative testimonies, which worked as an
extension of the adtestatio rei visae. Additionally, dream visions were oen
self-reﬂexive and focused on the complex relationship of truth and ﬁction in
literature. Hence, both the metalepsis and the oneiric structure of chapters
 and  allowed Montalvo to explain and explore the historical deﬁnition
of his own romance. In the oneiric structure of these chapters, shaped by
metalepsis, we ﬁnd a clear illustration of Montalvo’s term historias ﬁngidas.
Metalepsis and dreams disregard the boundaries of the narrative levels and
those of Montalvo and his ﬁction, bringing them together. More importantly,
the truth of this metaleptic and oneiric episode rests in its Christian message
(as in every historia ﬁngida). As will be shown later, this message has the
explicit political intention of praising the Catholic Monarchs.
Urganda’s presence in these chapters provides the metaleptic connection of
diﬀerent narrative levels. Metalepsis in this episode can be classiﬁed as des-
cending, since Montalvo enters the storyworld. However, it is not the author
himself who decides to embark on this adventure, but Urganda’s supernatural
powers that draw him into the ﬁction. Her guidance in the episode legitimizes
Montalvo, who becomes the recipient of her supernatural assistance, like the
heroes of the romance. If Esplandián is the chosen hero to guide chivalry
to Christian goals, Montalvo is the chosen one to spread this account and,
crucially, to correct the prior Amadisian stories.
SinceMontalvo already had access to themanuscript found in the hermitage
of Constantinople, one might wonder why he needed access to Helisabad’s
account, the ﬁctional Ur-text of the Amadisian textual tradition. e answer
to this question lies in Montalvo’s description of his own task of writing and
 Javier Guijarro Ceballos, El ‘Quijote’ cervantino y los libros de caballerías: calas en la poética
caballeresca (Alcalá de Henares: Centro de Estudios Cervantinos, ), pp. –.
 Harriet Goldberg, ‘e Dream Report as a Literary Device in Medieval Hispanic Literature’,
Hispania,  (), – (p. ); Jacqueline T. Miller, Poetic License: Authority and Authorship
in Medieval and Renaissance Contexts (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, ),
pp. –; Julián Acebrón Ruiz, ‘“Non entendades que es sueño, mas vissyón çierta”: de las
visiones medievales a la revitalización de los sueños en las historias ﬁngidas’, in Literatura de
caballerías y orígenes de la novela, ed. by Rafael Beltrán (Valencia: Universitat de València, ),
pp. –. A clear precedent in Castilian literature is Juan de Mena’s Laberinto de Fortuna. is
poem was concluded in  and circulated extensively in the sixteenth century in manuscript
and print copies. See Juan de Mena, ‘Laberinto de Fortuna’ y otros poemas, ed. by Carla de Nigris
(Barcelona: Crítica, ).
 Steven F. Kruger, Dreaming in the Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
), pp. –.
 Rodríguez de Montalvo, Sergas de Esplandián, pp. –.
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of the manuscript from Constantinople that he allegedly used: ‘corrigiendo
estos tres libros de Amadís, que por falta de los malos escriptores, o compone-
dores, muy corruptos y viciosos se leían, y trasladando y enmendando el libro
cuarto con las Sergas de Esplandián, su hijo’. Hence, Montalvo’s alleged
duty was not only to translate and compile the text, but also to correct a real,
yet corrupt, manuscript tradition. On the one hand, it was commonplace for
late medieval authors to present themselves in lesser roles, such as scribes,
commentators, or compilers, in order to validate a new text with the support
of the auctoritas. Conversely, Montalvo transcends the pseudo-historical
topoi of the medieval romance tradition, echoing the eﬀorts of humanism
to correct ancient texts that had been corrupted through their manuscript
transmission; ‘y corregióle de los antiguos originales que estavan corruptos
y mal compuestos en antiguo estilo, por falta de los diferentes y malos escrip-
tores, quitando muchas palabras superﬂuas y poniendo otras de más polido y
elegante estilo tocantes a la cavallería y actos della’.
e combination of the medieval historical topoi and humanist interest in
restoring original texts justiﬁed the signiﬁcant alterations made by Montalvo
to the now lost medieval versions of Amadís. In this way, Montalvo authen-
ticated his romances and deﬁned the superiority of his texts over earlier and
real versions of Amadís. e author challenged and rewrote the prior versions
of Amadís in order to allow for a sequel, Sergas. Hence, Montalvo’s rewriting
and sequel needed a hypotext, although ﬁctional, to explain the legitimacy of
these changes with respect to the medieval versions of Amadís.
Metalepsis in Sergas provided the ideal structure for Montalvo to cra
ﬁctions of authorship and authority for his romances, while authenticating
his rewriting of the medieval Amadís. Metalepsis also becomes a reminder
of Montalvo’s deﬁnition of chivalric romances: ﬁctional narratives whose
historical value depends upon their Christian truth.
Metalepsis in Martínez’s ‘Espejo de príncipes y caballeros (Tercera parte)’
Martínez’s prologue to his Espejo de príncipes y caballeros (Tercera parte)
contains several narrative levels connected by metalepsis in which the ﬁc-
 Rodríguez de Montalvo, Amadís de Gaula, , .  Minnis, pp. –, –.
 Michael D. Reeve, ‘Classical Scholarship’, in e Cambridge Companion to Renaissance
Humanism, ed. by Jill Kraye (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, ), pp. –.
 Rodríguez de Montalvo, Amadís de Gaula, , .
 Only a couple of folios are extant: see Antonio Rodríguez Moñino, ‘El primer manuscrito
del Amadís de Gaula (Noticia bibliográﬁca)’, Boletín de la Real Academia Española,  (),
–; José Manuel Lucía Megías, ‘Edición de los fragmentos conservados del Amadís de Gaula
medieval: e Bancro Library, University of California, Berkeley, UCB ’, in Amadís de Gaula,
: quinientos años de libros de caballerías [Madrid,  de octubre de  a  de enero de ]
(Madrid: Biblioteca Nacional de España: Sociedad Estatal de Conmemoraciones Culturales, ),
pp. –.
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tions of authorship and authority are stated. Martínez was not the ﬁrst author
to employ metalepsis in a prologue, as the ‘Prólogo del auctor’ of Antonio
de Torquemada’s Olivante de Laura () had already done so. Both the
prologue of Olivante and that of the Espejo (III) kept the structural elements
of the metaleptic episode from Sergas: a ﬁrst-person oneiric account of an
adventure that results in the author obtaining the alleged manuscript source
of his romance from a character with supernatural powers. However, on the
anecdotal level, Martínez’s episode is closer to the prologue of Torquemada’s
Olivante than to Montalvo’s adventure. Torquemada’s preface describes his
own adventure that started when he was caught in a summer storm and sought
refuge in a hermitage that led him to the sea. He sailed on an enchanted barge
to a magic abode, where he met the enchantress Ypermea. In the ﬁnal three
sections of the prologue, an array of heroes from diﬀerent chivalric tradi-
tions appear before the author in an impressive chivalric tournament, in
which Olivante de Laura takes part. Finally, Ypermea gives Torquemada the
manuscript containing the adventures of Olivante.
Martínez followed part of the anecdote from Olivante’s prologue, but also
introduced his own novelties into the prologue of Espejo (III). In imitation
of Olivante, Martínez’s prologue begins with the author taking a walk on the
outskirts of Alcalá de Henares on a summer day. At night, Martínez ﬁnds
refuge in a hut, where he falls asleep. At this point in the narration, the
boundaries between reality and ﬁction are blurred. In his dream, Martínez
enters the fearsome cave of the wizard Anglante. From this point onward,
Martínez’s prologue diverges from Torquemada’s account. In the cave, the
evil wizard Selagio attacks Martínez; however, two enchanters from the pre-
vious romances of the cycle, Lirgandeo and Artemidoro, appear and save
the author. As in Sergas and Olivante, the episode contains a descending
 A precedent can be found in the Spanish version of Baldo (). It involves Juan Acuario,
the ﬁctional translator of the romance, instead of the author. See Pedro de la Sierra, Espejo de
príncipes y caballeros (segunda parte), ed. by José Julio Martín Romero (Alcalá de Henares: Centro
de Estudios Cervantinos, ), p. .
 Axayácatl Campos García Rojas, ‘Estructura onírica y conﬁguración del “Prólogo literario”
en el Espejo de príncipes y caballeros (Parte III): la aventura de Marcos Martínez’, in Actas del XIII
Congreso Internacional de la Asociación Hispánica de Literatura Medieval (Valladolid,  a  de
septiembre de ). In memoriam Alan Deyermond, ed. by José Manuel Fradejas Rueda and others,
 vols (Valladolid: Ayuntamiento de Valladolid y Universidad de Valladolid, ), , –.
 María Isabel Muguruza Roca, ‘Sobre el Prólogo del Olivante de Laura de Antonio de Torque-
mada’, in Evolución narrativa e ideológica de la literatura caballeresca, ed. by María Eugenia Lacarra
(Bilbao: Universidad del País Vasco, ), pp. – (pp. –); María Isabel Muguruza Roca,
Humanismo y libros de caballerías: estudio del ‘Olivante de Laura’, de Antonio de Torquemada
(Vitoria: Universidad del País Vasco, ), pp. –.
 Antonio de Torquemada, Obras completas: Don Olivante de Laura, ed. by María Isabel
Muguruza Roca,  vols (Madrid: Biblioteca Castro, ), , –.
 Marcos Martínez, Espejo de príncipes y caballeros (tercera parte), ed. by Axayácatl Campos
García Rojas (Alcalá de Henares: Centro de Estudios Cervantinos, ), pp. –.
 Martínez, pp. –.
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metalepsis, whereby the author meets the characters of his ﬁction. e meta-
leptic presence of the enchanters connects the level of diegesis and that of
the author, as Urganda had done for Sergas. In the preceding romances of the
Espejo cycle, Lirgandeo and Artemidoro had a dual function: as characters
in the plot and as part of the ﬁction of authority and authorship. ey are
both witnesses to and chroniclers of the feats of Emperor Trebacio’s sons: the
Caballero del Febo and Rosicler, as established since the ﬁrst romance of the
cycle:
Aquí manifestó el sabio Artimidoro [. . .] todo quanto Rosicler avía pasado [. . .]. Y
como en este libro no viniessen escriptos los grandes hechos del Cavallero del Febo, el
emperador preguntó al sabio por qué los avía olvidado. Él le respondió en presencia
de todos los más principales de la corte que él avía dexado de escrevirlos porque otro
grande sabio [Lirgandeo] que los sabía mejor que no él tenía cargo de escrevir todo lo
que tocava al Cavallero del Febo.
e early presence of Artemidoro and Lirgandeo creates metalepsis and states
the ﬁction of authority and authorship of the romance in accordance with the
plot of the previous romances of the Espejo cycle. Metalepsis in Espejo (III)
works on two planes: it merges the work’s vertical layers while creating a
horizontal movement, or transﬁctional bond, between the romance and the
preceding texts of the cycle. us, the Espejo (III) emphasizes the continuity
with its cycle and recognizes its real hypotext in order to authenticate itself as
the legitimate sequel. It also acknowledges the ﬁctional hypotexts of the pre-
ceding romances of the cycle, their own ﬁctions of authorship and authority,
to further validate Espejo (III). Hence, metalepsis makes explicit the real and
apocryphal intertextuality of Martínez’s text within the Espejo cycle.
Lirgandeo and Artemidoro’s ﬁght against Selagio is part of the story of
the romance’s apocryphal origin. In the prologue, Anglante, a wise old man,
explains why the Espejo (III) had remained hidden from the world:
Este mago [Selagio], como en la vida de los príncipes griegos les fuesse muy enemigo,
procurando los traer continuo a la muerte, no se contentó el villano de seguirlos
en vida, sino también en muerte, pues sabiendo que el famoso Lirgandeo, aviendo
escripto estas famosas hazañas, y aviéndomelas dado a que las guardasse, por ser yo
niño y él muy anciano, por temerse de la muerte, diziéndome, que después de sus días
diesse relación d’ellas a los cristianos, para que a todos fuessen maniﬁestas las altas
cavallerías del nombrado Febo. Antes que mi intento efectuarse pudiesse, aviendo este
falso Selagio sabido por su grande saber que estas proezas del Febo estavan en mi
poder, porque a la luz no saliessen, hizo este grande y oculto encantamento.
e adventure narrated in the prologue of Espejo (III) is a battle against the
spells made by Selagio to hide the chronicles of Trebacio’s genealogy. Beyond
 Diego Ortúñez de Calahorra, Espejo de príncipes y caballeros, ed. by Daniel Eisenberg,  vols
(Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, ), , .
 Martínez, pp. –.
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justifying the appearance of his romance, Martínez created another nexus
with the ﬁction of authority and authorship of Ortúñez’s romance. In Espejo
(I), Ortúñez followed Montalvo’s strategy of deﬁning his work as ﬁctional and
claiming its historical value owing to its didactic function. Ortúñez estab-
lished that Trebacio’s family had the most illustrious heroic genealogy, even
surpassing Homeric warriors in fame and prowess. Ortúñez asserted that his
romance derived from a rich textual tradition that had been the best-known
narrative in the ancient Greek world:
Y ni la Ulixea de Homero, ni ninguno de sus contos e sonorosos versos por largos
tiempos en toda Grecia no se oyó cantar después que los fechos destos cavalleros
[Caballero del Febo and Rosicler] a los griegos fueron manifestos [. . .] De manera que
por ninguna parte de toda Grecia se podía passar que no se contassen o cantassen o
estuviessen pintadas las historias y muy maravillosos hechos destos cavalleros, como
que ninguna otra cosa que de armas o amores fuese paresciese serles agradable.
However, Ortúñez omitted an explanation of why no previous narratives of
the Espejo cycle were known, which would be expected considering the vast
tradition that allegedly pre-dated his romance. If the heroes of the Espejo cycle
had been entirely forgotten, this was a result of Selagio’s foul actions, a wrong
explained and redressed by Martínez. With the evil deeds of Selagio described
in the prologue of Espejo (III), Martínez tried to eliminate the aforementioned
weakness in the cycle’s ﬁctional historicity.
Aer Artemidoro and Lirgandeo defeat Selagio, Martínez has to rescue
the manuscripts that contained the narrative of Espejo (III). is adventure
includes ﬁghting the Nine Worthies, a fourteenth-century medieval ensemble
of knights regarded as the epitome of chivalry in the late Middle Ages and
the early modern era. is group consists of three warriors from antiquity
(Hector of Troy, Alexander the Great, and Julius Caesar), three from the
Old Testament (Joshua, David, and Judas Maccabaeus), and three Christian
knights (King Arthur, Charlemagne, and Godfrey of Bouillon). Symbolically,
these characters function as a synecdoche of the dominant heroic traditions
that inﬂuenced chivalric literature: that of antiquity, the biblical, the Arthur-
ian, the Carolingian, and that of the Crusades.
e presence of the Nine Worthies increases the horizontal reach of meta-
lepsis in the prologue of Espejo (III). It generates a narrative bond that goes
beyond the romance and its cycle, expanding to the diﬀerent narrative worlds
of the nine heroes. Again, it is the wizards who create such a connection.
 Ortúñez de Calahorra used the term ‘historias compuestas’: Espejo de príncipes y caballeros,
 .
 Martínez, pp. –.
 Martínez, p. . See Francisco Bautista, ‘El motivo de los “Nueve de la Fama” en El Victorial
y el poema de Los Votos del Pavón’, Atalaya,  () <http://atalaya.revues.org/363 <[accessed
 August ].
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Artemidoro and Lirgandeo’s supernatural powers explain their ability to
transcend the boundaries of narrative levels, individual romances, the Espejo
cycle, and other literary matters, with the allusion to the Nine Worthies.
e prologue of Olivante already portrayed a profusion of characters from
diﬀerent narrative traditions in the tournament witnessed by its ﬁctionalized
author. Torquemada did not refer to the Nine Worthies directly, although
six of them appear in Olivante’s prologue. However, Espejo (III) has a diﬀer-
ent chivalric canon ordered with a more precise structure and hierarchy. e
diﬀerence in chivalric selection and the aim of these romances becomes more
evident as the adventure of Espejo (III) unfolds.
Before Martínez starts his quest for the original accounts of Espejo (III),
the episode takes another unexpected turn, when Artemidoro transforms
Martínez into a knight: ‘tomad esta hermosa espada, que entended que tiene
tal virtud, que tocando con ella al enemigo queda vencido, y poneos estas
hermosas armas y mostraos animoso, pues acabaréis la mayor hazaña que
mucho tiempo ha sucedido’. is transformation distinguishes the adven-
tures of Martínez from those of Montalvo and Torquemada. As we have
seen, all of these authors overcome dangerous adventures in their respective
romances, but only Martínez is involved in combat. Regarding Olivante’s
prologue, Muguruza has established a direct connection between writing and
chivalry that dates back to Montalvo’s romances: ‘Entre ambas —armas y
letras— existe para él una relación de equivalencia. El acto de escribir equi-
vale al acto de guerrear; el escritor equivale al caballero. Como tal es elegido
y tiene que demostrar su valía para afrontar la difícil empresa.’
Unlike Montalvo and Torquemada, Martínez explicitly becomes a knight,
joining chivalry and writing (arms and letters) in his adventure, rather than
treating them as incompatible. His writing eﬀorts are those of a knight
in quest for a legitimate manuscript; thus, the sword and the pen ﬁght to-
gether in Espejo (III). Although Martínez explicitly renounces authorship of
the romance, the chivalric adventure of the prologue ironically brings him
to the foreground. Despite this apparent contradiction, the author justiﬁes
his heroic role in the prologue by implying that, without this adventure, the
romance would not exist. e author’s combat also has metaleptic implica-
tions: it defeats the evil forces within the diegesis of Espejo (III), represented
by Selagio’s spells, and simultaneously emphasizes the extradigetical level, by
making Martínez the hero who rescues the romance and the cycle.
 Torquemada, , –.
 e omissions are Joshua, David, and Godfrey of Bouillon: see Torquemada,  .
 Martínez, p. .
 Muguruza Roca, ‘Sobre el Prólogo del Olivante de Laura de Antonio de Torquemada’, p. .
 See Peter E. Russell, ‘Las armas contra las letras: para una deﬁnición del humanismo español
del siglo XV’, in Temas de ‘La Celestina’ y otros estudios: del ‘Cid’ al ‘Quijote’ (Barcelona: Ariel,
), pp. –.
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As the adventure unfolds, the prologue pays homage to the paragons of
chivalric romances and portrays the evolution of the genre through its main
heroes. In the episode, only ﬁve of the Nine Worthies are listed, those that
belong to the three founding matters of medieval chivalric romance: Britain,
antiquity, and France: ‘por evitar prolixidad fueron vencidos, por la virtud
de mi espada la mayor parte de los famosos Nueve de la Fama, donde fueron
el gran rey Artús, y el temido Héctor, con el fuerte rey Alexandro, y el famoso
Carlomagno, y el nombrado Gudofre de Bullón’. e heroes without a rich
romance tradition are omitted: Julius Caesar, King David, Joshua, and Ju-
das Maccabaeus. Despite originally emerging in French-speaking areas in the
twelh century, these three literary matters also thrived in the rest of Western
Europe, including the Iberian Peninsula. Furthermore, the development of
a rich medieval romance tradition fostered a copious production of original
chivalric romances in Castile during the sixteenth century. Martínez showed
a strong generic awareness by reducing the list of Nine to those knights who
had a strong romance tradition in medieval literature. His careful selection
represents a horizontal metalepsis with an analeptic function that implicitly
acknowledges the generic origins of his literary genre, which date back to
medieval texts.
Chivalric heroes from diﬀerent literary matters had already appeared in
Olivante’s prologue. However, the parade of knights in Torquemada’s text is
not limited to romance heroes; instead, it includes characters from diverse
traditions. While Martínez emphasized the importance of a reduced number
of knights, Torquemada favoured exhaustiveness. Aer classical and biblical
heroes appear, Torquemada introduced the protagonists of the Amadís and
Palmerín cycles. Next, the knights of the Carolingian and Arthurian nar-
ratives appear, followed by Olivante. Initially, Olivante’s prologue presents
the knights according to their narrative universe. However, Torquemada did
not establish a hierarchy and chaotically combined diﬀerent literary matters.
Before the tournament, the knights are grouped regardless of their literary
origin, for example: ‘De la una de las moradas que he dicho salieron el fuerte
Sansón y el valentíssimo Hércules y el emperador Carlo Magno [. . .] De
la tercera vi salir el rey Artús con don Tristán, Lançarote del Lago y to-
dos los otros que en su compañía avían venido, en cuya compañía salieron
 ‘Ne sont que iii matieres à nul home atandant | De France et de Bretaigne et de Rome la
grant’ (Jean Bodel, La Chanson des Saxons, ed. by Francisque Michel (Paris: J. Téchener, ),
ll. –.
 Martínez, p. .
 Alan Deyermond, ‘e Lost Genre of Medieval Spanish Literature’, Hispanic Review, 
(), –; Alan Deyermond, ‘¿Obras artúricas perdidas en la Castilla medieval?’, Anclajes:
Revista del Instituto de Análisis Semiótico del Discurso,  (), –; Fernando Gómez Re-
dondo, Historia de la prosa medieval castellana: el desarrollo de los géneros. La ﬁcción caballeresca
y el orden religioso (Madrid: Cátedra, ), vol. .
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Palmerín, Primaleón y Don Duardos.’ e account of the tournament re-
peats Torquemada’s preference for exhaustiveness in his chivalric description
over hierarchy and selection. Accordingly, the prologue depicts many indivi-
dual and diverse battles that mingle the knights further. us, Amadís ﬁghts
King Arthur; Don Duardos battles Perión de Gaula; Judas Maccabaeus faces
Tristan; Roland combats Troilus the Trojan; Achilles ﬁghts Alexander; and so
on. However, aer many battles, no champion emerges and Ypermea stops
the tournaments. In contrast to Martínez, Torquemada does not signal the
superiority of any knight or, by extension, any literary matter.
In Olivante’s prologue, the multiple knights of diverse narrative origins
can be interpreted as an allegory of the intertextual poetics of the romance
itself. Torquemada recognized the array of sources that contributed to his
romance, without giving prevalence to any of them: biblical, classical, Caro-
lingian, Arthurian, and Castilian. Olivante himself is not characterized as
superior to any of these knights, but as a peer: ‘aquel hermoso y esforçado
cavallero que entre todos ellos por mí no ha sido conocido, cuyas obras y
Fortaleza me han dado bien a entender no menos merecer inmortalidad de
perpetua fama que todos los otros que en este cruel y tan señalado torneo se
hallaron’. In Olivante’s prologue, vertical metalepsis connects the narrative
levels of the romance, while horizontal metalepsis creates a narrative scenario
that acknowledges the literary traditions, not limited to romance, followed by
this text.
emetalepsis inMartínez’s prologue inherited fromOlivante the broaden-
ing of the metaliterary function. e prologue includes knights foreign to the
narrative world of its cycle. Compared to Olivante, the Espejo (III) does not
oﬀer an extensive compilation of heroes, but proposes a well-deﬁned chivalric
canon ordered diachronically. is canon appears in a series of paintings and
sculptures that the author ﬁnds in a magical abode aer defeating the Nine
Worthies. In this building, Martínez initially encounters a depiction of the
Nine, representing the heroes of the medieval narratives. e Nine reﬂect
an idea of truth based on exemplary, rather than factual, value, which was
oen embraced by medieval and early modern romance. is heroic group
combines both ﬁctional and real characters who embody the chivalric ideal.
e rest of the episode follows the same pattern: Martínez does not diﬀer-
entiate between historical and ﬁctional characters for the chivalric canon of
Espejo (III), because all of them are exemplary.
 Torquemada, , .
 Ibid., pp. –.
 Jesús Duce García, Olivante de Laura (Guía de Lectura) (Alcalá de Henares: Centro de
Estudios Cervantinos, ), p. .
 Torquemada, , –.
 Martínez, p. .
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e adventure continues with Martínez resuming his tour of the magic
building and seeing the statues of all Spanish kings, followed by those of
France and Portugal, and commenting on Philip II:
aquí vees con coronas son todos los reyes que ha avido en la noble España, entre los
cuales éste que vees que tiene a sus pies este fuerte león, es el gran rey don Felipe tu
señor, y señalose éste entre los demás, porque jamás ha avido, ni avrá rey en España
más cristiano y más temido de la gente pagana, y después de sus días dexará en el
mundo eternal fama de sus heroicos hechos.
e political function of the above passage can be related to Montalvo’s
praise of Ferdinand and Isabel, the Catholic Monarchs, in the metaleptic epi-
sode of Sergas. In a conversation with Urganda, Montalvo portrays them as
the ideal kings, superior even to those of his own romance. Urganda agrees
with Montalvo and adds: ‘aconsejarles ía que en ninguna manera canssasen,
ni dezasen esta sancta guerra que contra los inﬁeles començada tienen, [. . .]
y el más alto Señor de les ayudar y favorecer, como hasta aquí lo ha fecho, y
en el cabo les fazer posseedores de aquella gran gloria que para los semejan-
tes guardada tiene’. Metalepsis validates the historical value of ﬁction and
deﬁnes the Christian exemplarity of the Catholic Kings, which surpasses the
ideal characters of the historias ﬁngidas. Furthermore, metalepsis equates ﬁc-
tion to reality simply to demonstrate that these monarchs’ virtues surpassed
those of romance heroes. In the same way, Martínez portrays Phillip II as
more praiseworthy than any ﬁctional monarch included in the prologue of
Espejo (III). e king is admired for his Christian virtues and victories, a
royal depiction shared with Sergas, but now in a post-Tridentine context and
before the defeat of the Armada (). Under Phillip II, the Spanish Empire
reached its largest extension and consolidated its rule of the Iberian Peninsula
with the annexation of Portugal (). As in Sergas, the ﬁctional eﬀect of
metalepsis in Espejo (III) is used for the political purpose of underscoring the
importance of Christian values in heroic ﬁgures, regardless of their factual or
ﬁctional nature.
As Martínez continues his tour of the palace, he sees more crystal statues,
beginning with those of Charlemagne and his Twelve Peers. e knights of
Castilian chivalric romances appear next, tracing the transformation of the
genre to its sixteenth-century Castilian branch:
El primero que leí fue el invictíssimo Amadís de Gaula, juntamente con todos sus
parientes y amigos. Y al otro lado estava el gran Primaleón, que no menos mostrava
 Ibid., p. .
 Rodríguez de Montalvo, Sergas de Esplandián, pp. –.
 Ibid., p. .
 Claudio Bornat, the printer of Olivante, added a dedication to Phillip II in the romance. See
Torquemada, , –.
 Martínez, p. .
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el valor de su persona que el fuerte Amadís [. . .] Tenía en medio el afamado don
Cristalián de España [. . .] estava aquel nombrado Olivante de Laura [. . .] De la otra
parte estava el valiente Don Belianís de Grecia, teniendo en medio el bello Felix Marte
de Hircania.
e selective catalogue of heroes in the prologue eliminates the distinction
between historical and ﬁctional characters; it expands the horizontal meta-
lepsis beyond ﬁctional worlds into the real one. e assembly of knights in
Espejo (III)’s prologue also disregards chronological distinctions: on the one
hand, the time of the diegesis and that of the narration become indistinguish-
able; conversely, the time of the narrative and that of its sixteenth-century
audience become one. By eliminating chronological or spatial categories with
ﬁctional metalepsis, the episode remains focused on chivalric virtues. In that
respect, the Espejo (III) is faithful to Montalvo’s deﬁnition of chivalric ro-
mance: a work with historical value, as it provides a moral lesson beneﬁcial
to Christendom. Martínez followed the concept of historia ﬁngida and em-
phasized a didactic approach as a historical criterion. Hence, the prologue
of Espejo (III) includes characters who belong exclusively to the world of
chivalric romance (e.g. Amadís and Olivante), factual historical ﬁgures (e.g.
Phillip II and his genealogy), and characters who belong both to the universe
of history and to romance (e.g. Godfrey of Bouillon and Charlemagne). Com-
pared with Torquemada, Martínez has proven more selective in his chivalric
choices, avoiding the exhaustive enumeration in Olivante. e prologue of
Espejo (III) oﬀers a paramount collection of chivalric mirrors, as the author
walks the reader through the enchanted rooms and halls of the prologue that
contain the statues and portraits of the knights.
e ekphrasis in the prologue of Espejo (III) is an original element, absent
from Montalvo’s and Torquemada’s romances. Martínez does not meet with
the characters of the chivalric canon; instead, he contemplates their artistic
representation. is baroque turn works as another reminder of the value of
ﬁction, along the lines of the concept of historias ﬁngidas. e worth of these
characters, whether historical or ﬁctional, lies in their Christian virtues. A
narrative, like any other work of art, is the repository where the audience can
learn from the exemplary traits of the heroes.
Martínez’s tour of the genre reaches its end by reinforcing the vertical meta-
lepsis through adtestatio rei visae. As in the case ofMontalvo and Torquemada,
Martínez observes the main characters of his romance and the Espejo de prín-
cipes y caballeros cycle in the last room of the palace: ‘Estavan dentro ﬁguradas
las hazañas de aquel ínclito emperado Trebacio, y de su hijo Alfebo, aquel que
excedió a todos los mortales en mesura y valentía.’ is citation represents
 Ibid.
 Ibid., p. .
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a hyperbolic self-deﬁnition of the romance linked to the claims made by
Ortúñez about the importance of the Espejo. e last chamber signiﬁes the
culmination of Castilian chivalric romances—that is, its most ideal Christian
mirror, as the title of the romance and the cycle already suggests. As we have
seen, the Espejo (I) stated that its knights had surpassed the Homeric char-
acters. Accordingly, Martínez portrayed Alfebo (el Caballero del Febo) as the
best knight that ever existed, surpassing the already impressive and restricted
chivalric canon presented in the prologue.
e prologue ends with Martínez ﬁnding the alleged manuscripts that
served him as the source of his Espejo (III):
Estava en medio de la gran sala una estraña maravilla, de suerte, que estavan tres
estatuas de oro, sosteniendo en las cabeças una hermosa tabla hecha de rubíes y de
estimadas esmeraldas, estando encima hasta cuatro grandes libros de una tan galana
hechura, que no ay entendimiento que imaginarlo pueda. Tenían por baxo las estatuas
un rótulo con letras de preciados carbunclos. Y siendo por mí leídas, vi que assí
dezían: Estas son las hazañas del ínclito Alfebo, hijo del grande emperador Trebacio.
Cualquiera cavallero que aquí por su gran ventura huviere aportado, tome de aquí estos
heroicos libros, donde empieça la tercera parte de los hechos d’este sin par príncipe
Alfebo, y comuníquelo a los mortales, porque no es lícito, que tan heroicas hazañas
estén tan encubiertas a la humanal nación.
As is the case with other romances, the Espejo (III) bases its legitimacy on an
apocryphal source that required translation from Greek or Latin.e ﬁction
of authority is formed with the same topoi used byMontalvo and Torquemada,
creating a multilevel narrative that collapses into one level thanks to metalep-
sis. is allows the author to become a witness of his own storyworld in an
oneiric scenario.
As has been shown, Martínez’s prologue kept all the structural elements of
the metaleptic episode fromMontalvo’s Sergas and added features inspired by
Torquemada’s Olivante. Both sources are mentioned explicitly through their
main characters—thus Martínez acknowledges their inﬂuence and impor-
tance, using both horizontal and vertical metalepsis. As in those romances,
metalepsis in Espejo (III) further strengthens the topoi and strategies used to
cra the ﬁction of authority and authorship. By eliminating narrative boun-
daries, metalepsis abolishes the factual distinction between ﬁction and history,
appealing instead to Christian truth.erefore, metalepsis reﬂects Montalvo’s
deﬁnition of romance as historias ﬁngidas, which Martínez still embraced.
Metalepsis enables this concept of romance in clear opposition to the views
on literature held by humanists and other writers that privileged verisimili-
tude and criticized the far-fetched nature of chivalric romances. While these
critics oen considered romances harmful to their readership, metalepsis was
 Ibid.
 Ibid., p. .
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part of the literary ploy that ultimately argued, from within the genre, for the
exemplary value of chivalric romances.
In Martínez’s romance, metalepsis became an innovative way of establish-
ing Espejo’s (III) place as a legitimate sequel in a cycle and as a hypertext
that agrees with its hypotexts from the Espejo cycle, Ortúñez’s and Sierra’s
romances. Metalepsis was not used to justify rewriting, as in the case of Mont-
alvo’s romances. Instead, in Espejo (III) the metaliterary awareness created by
vertical metalepsis goes beyond its own narrative and cyclical boundaries. It
includes its generic consciousness that goes back to the origin of chivalric ro-
mance in the three literary matters of French medieval works. e illustrious
parade of heroes in the prologue has a clear precedent in Olivante; however,
Martínez was more selective and included a diachronic criterion. Addition-
ally, the lengthy prologue validates the romance as the culmination of a rich
literary tradition, that of Castilian romances of chivalry, where the Espejo de
príncipes y caballeros cycle is presented as the latest and most glorious of them
all. e literary tour made by the author in the prologue acknowledges the
multiple literary models and inﬂuences that lead to Martínez’s romance, thus
acting as a metaphor of the poetics of Espejo (III).
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